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The contiguity and phase of sequence information are intrinsic to obtain complete
understanding of the genome and its relationship to phenotype. We report the
fabrication and application of a novel nanochannel design that folds megabase lengths
of genomic DNA into a systematic back-and-forth meandering path. Such
meandering nanochannels enabled us to visualize the complete 5.7 Mbp (1mm)
stained DNA length of a Schizosaccharomyces pombe chromosome in a single frame
of a CCD. We were able to hold the DNA in situ while implementing partial
denaturation to obtain a barcode pattern that we could match to a reference map using
the Poland-Scheraga model for DNA melting. The facility to compose such long lin-
ear lengths of genomic DNA in one field of view enabled us to directly visualize a
repeat motif, count the repeat unit number, and chart its location in the genome by ref-
erence to unique barcode motifs found at measurable distances from the repeat.
Meandering nanochannel dimensions can easily be tailored to human chromosome
scales, which would enable the whole genome to be visualized in seconds. VC 2015
Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4923262]
I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional genomics methods, such as those that were used in the sequencing of the
human reference genome handle and analyze molecules in bulk. Methods such as cloning or
PCR are needed to isolate and produce sufficient quantities of DNA to be detected. However,
the lengths of genomic DNA that can be handled by these methods are limited and cannot
extend to whole chromosomes.
Analyzing genomic information by imaging long linear single DNA molecules was first
introduced by the groups of Bensimon1 (dynamic molecular combing) and Schwartz2 (optical
mapping) by stretching the DNA on surfaces. Notably, optical mapping has been employed at
the finishing stage of genome sequencing projects.
While these methods stretch DNA on a surface, subsequent fluidic approaches have ana-
lyzed DNA in extensional flows.3–6 A recent variant of flow stretching is implemented by
attaching a large bead at the end of the DNA.7 As the DNA is pulled into a small channel, the
bead blocks further motion of the DNA and ensures that the DNA can be fully stretched and
kept in one place for monitoring of dynamic processes. DNA molecules can also be tethered in
both or a single end by chemical bonds to create DNA curtains as pioneered by Greene.8 The
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technique is combined with a lipid bilayer for passivation to enable studies of protein-DNA
interactions without non-specific binding of the proteins.
Elongation due to confinement in nanochannels has been used to address questions in poly-
mer physics and is advantageous for single molecule genomics. It can be performed by confining
the DNA in one dimension by using a nanoslit9,10 or in two dimensions by using a nanoscale
channel.11,12 It does not require external forces to perform the stretching and after a short relaxa-
tion time a steady state is reached, at which the DNA molecule remains elongated at equilibrium
for an extended period.13 In addition, the extension of the DNA molecule scales linearly with
the contour length of the DNA molecule and thereby provides a correlation between spatial posi-
tions along the polymer and within the genome. This has led to launch of single molecule map-
ping in nanochannels commercially, although the current platform available is restricted to ana-
lyzing genomic sub-fragments in parallel rather than complete lengths of DNA from whole
chromosomes. Similarly, even though modern sequencing methods have begun to use single
molecule analysis, the kilobase length scales that are now amenable14,15 are a sub-fraction of the
lengths of chromosomes (Mbps). The problem with non-complete lengths is that de novo assem-
bly of sub-sequences up to human chromosome length scales has been to-date computationally
intractable and is confounded in diploid genomes by the sub-sequences originating from a mix-
ture of homologous chromosomes, which means that haplotypes cannot be easily resolved.
Even though nanochannel systems exhibit a large potential, they have so far only been
used for visualization of relatively short DNA strands when compared to the genome/chromo-
some sizes of most organisms. An interesting approach to handle long DNA is the dumbbell
approach where a long DNA straddles a slit.10 Due to the excluded volume forces of the blobs
at opposing sides of the slit, full stretching is achieved over a section of the DNA. However, a
major limitation of this and other current designs is that the DNA is stretched in just one direc-
tion, which allows only limited segments of native genomic molecules to be observed in a sin-
gle frame of the camera. These methods do not make efficient use of the real-estate on a CCD
chip. In a recent study16 where megabase lengths of genomic DNA were stretched, up to 20
frames of a typical 512 512 chip needed to be stitched together to make a panoramic compos-
ite image. The vast majority of pixels in each image were devoid of useful information. More
pertinent to the high-throughput needs of genomics, the longer the length of the genomic DNA
to be visualized the longer the time it takes.
In the work reported here, we have drastically reduced the number of frames required to
image large genomes by using serpentine or meandering nano-channels to systematically re-
fold the DNA along a meandering path, so that a larger fraction of the pixels of the CCD chip
can be used to collect useful information. This design is used to image DNA molecules in the
Mbp range within a single CCD image. We show that DNA refolded in the meandering channel
design can be used in combination with partial melting to create a high-resolution map17 along
an entire eukaryotic chromosome. We have developed new computational tools to extract single
molecule optical maps from the images (supplementary material in Ref. 18).
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental setup
A fluorescence microscopy system incorporating a Nikon Eclipse TE2000 inverted micro-
scope, a 100N.A. 1.40 oil immersion objective, a standard FITC fluorescence filter set and an
EMCCD camera (Andor iXon DV-897) and a standard mercury short arc lamp (100W) was used.
A setup similar to the one described in Ref. 17 was used to mount the chip to the micro-
scope, heating of the DNA sample, and control of the flow within the micro- and nano-
channels. The setup included a fused-silica chip containing the channel system (made as
explained below), a chip holder (also referred to as a chuck), a heater system, and a homebuilt
pressure-control system for flow manipulation.
Each chip has two 1 5 lm2 channels for transporting the DNA to the array of nano-
channels spanning between the micro-channels. Inlet holes at the ends of the micro-channels
creates a connection to the macro world.
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The chuck (designed to support the chip) was made of Zeonor 1060R (Sigolis AB, Sweden),
due to its high resistance to chemicals, low inherent fluorescence, and high transparency.
Reservoirs in the chuck connected to the inlet holes on the chip enable easy loading and manipu-
lation of the sample during experiments. For managing the flow inside the chip, nitrogen gas was
used to create an overpressure at the appropriate reservoir. Nitrogen gas was used to keep oxygen
concentration at a minimum and thereby minimizing the photo damaging of the molecules.
The heating system consists of a temperature controller (336 Cryogenic Temperature
Controller, Lake Shore, USA), an aluminum cap, a cartridge heater, and a thermocouple. Both the
cartridge heater and thermocouple were positioned inside the aluminum cap which in turn was
placed in contact with the backside of the chip through a hole spanning the center of the chuck.
As a result, a reproducible thermal contact between the heater and the chip was achieved and a
feedback loop created to ensure a stable temperature. To further increase the heat transfer ther-
mally conductive grease (Omegatherm, Omega, USA) was applied at all interfaces in the heating
system.
B. Chip production
The fabrication of the nanofluidic chip comprises the following processing steps, based on
photolithography (PL), electron-beam lithography (EBL), reactive ion etching (RIE), sandblast-
ing, fusion bonding, and dicing: (1) Alignment marks for PL and EBL were etched 500 nm
deep into a 4-in. fused silica wafer of 500 lm thickness (from HOYA Corporation, USA), using
fluorine based (50 sccm Ar, 50 sccm CHF3, 30m Torr, 150W RF-power) RIE and a photo
resist (S1813, Shipley, USA) etch mask. Subsequently, the wafer was cleaned in piranha acid
(H2SO4 2:1 H2O2) at 120
C for 10min, rinsed in DI-water and dried under nitrogen stream. (2)
Aligned to the marks fabricated during the first precessing step, meandering grooves of 250 nm
width were etched 250 nm into the substrate with fluorine based RIE (5 sccm Ar, 50 sccm CF4,
10 sccm CHF3, 8 mTorr, 100W RF-power, 100W ICP-power), using an electron-beam resist
(ZEP520A, Nippon Zeon Co. Ltd., Japan) as an etch mask. After RIE, the resist was stripped
under the same conditions as before. (3) Repeating the processing of the first step, 1 lm deep
grooves were fabricated, overlapping with the ends of the meandering structures. After sealing
the fluidic system, these grooves will form microfluidic channels that allow reagents to be
brought to the nano-channels, which are formed by the sealed, meandering grooves etched dur-
ing the previous step. (4) To fabricate inlet and outlet holes, Nitto SW-tape (Nitto Denko,
Japan) was glued on both sides of the processed wafer. The tape served as a soft mask during
sandblasting on the backside and as protection against contamination on the frontside. Small
openings of approximately 1mm diameter were cut into the tape at the desired position of the
in/outlets, and through-holes were sandblasted using fused aluminum oxide powder of 50 lm
particle size. (5) After removing the protective tape, the processed wafer was cleaned again in
piranha etch (see above) and, together with a second unprocessed wafer of 175lm thickness
(from University Wafers, USA), immersed for 10min first in RCA II (5:1:1 H2O: HCl: H2O2)
and then in RCA I solution (5:1:1 H2O: NH2OH: H2O2) at 120
C, rinsed in DI and dried under
nitrogen stream. The two wafers were then brought together and covalently fusion bonded by
annealing them at 1100 C in nitrogen atmosphere for 6 h. (7) Finally, nanofluidic chips of
25 25mm2 were diced from the bonded wafers, using a 200 lm wide resin-bonded blade with
40 lm-diamonds (Dicing Blade Technology, USA).
C. Sample preparation
The experiments were performed with chromosomes from Schizosaccharomyces pombe (S.
pombe) (CHEF DNA Size Marker, from Bio-Rad). The DNA was delivered in agarose gel as
an electrophoresis size standard comprising chromosomes of lengths 3.5 Mbp, 4.6 Mbp, and 5.7
Mbp. To avoid degradation of the DNA molecules, they were stored within the agarose gel at
8 C until use. Prior to experiments DNA was stained with YOYO-1 fluorescent dye
(LifeTechnologies, USA) at a ratio of 1 dye molecule per 6 base pairs. A simultaneous staining
and gel-extraction process was performed in a buffer consisting of 10mM NaCl in 0.05TBE
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(4.5mM Tris, 4.5mM Boric acid, and 0.1mM EDTA) and YOYO-1. In this process, small
pieces of agarose gel, carefully cut with a sharp knife, containing DNA were placed in a large
volume staining buffer and left at room temperature (20 C) over night during which the DNA
diffused out from the gel. Just prior to experiments the running buffer was created by adding
2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) and formamide (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA)
directly to the staining solution to final concentrations of 3% and 50%, respectively.
D. Experimental procedure
Prior to each new experiment, a buffer consisting of 5mM NaCl in 0.025x TBE, 3% (v/v)
2-mercaptoethanol and 50% formamide was flushed through the channels for at least 15min to
ensure correct buffer conditions before introducing the DNA. After introduction of DNA, the
flow rate was kept as low as possible at all times to minimize shearing of the molecules. Once
the DNA molecules reached the inlets to the nano-channels pressure was applied to both the res-
ervoirs connected to the micro-channel containing the DNA. In this way, the buffer was forced
to flow through the nano-channels dragging the DNA with it (Figure 1). After introduction into
the nano-channels, the molecules were either imaged immediately to collect information about
the relaxation behavior or heated for 10min to create a barcode pattern before imaging.
Despite the use of thermally conductive grease, the measured temperature varied slightly
from the actual temperature in the channels. Also the temperature measured for DNA denatura-
tion to be initiated may potentially vary from day to day due to variations in buffer conditions
and quality of formamide. During the melting experiment, the temperature was therefore slowly
and step-wise increased from 29 C up to 45 C. Several different molecules were studied at
each temperature to find the optimal melting conditions in each case. To ensure a stable tem-
perature during data collection, the system was equilibrated for 15 min in darkness at each new
temperature before data collection was initiated.
E. Image analysis
Image analysis is required for extracting time-traces from the meandering nano-channels.
To this end, our algorithm first performed top-hat filtering using a linear structuring element to
correct for uneven background illumination, then rotated the image to have the linear parts ver-
tical. Thereafter, a parameterized meander contour based on the known nanolithography mask
was placed on top of the picture with a vertical scale-factor, a horizontal scale-factor, up-down
FIG. 1. (a) Overview of chip design showing how the micro-channels (blue) connect the reservoirs to the meandering nano-
channels (purple). (b) Zoom in of the meander channel array. The pillar array initially placed at the inlets to the nano-channels
is also visualized. (c) Zoom in of the meandering part of the nano-channels. (d) Image of one bend in meandering channel. (e)
Cross section of an open nano-channel prior to bonding. (f) Cross section of nano-channel after closing of the channel.
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orientation, and mean position as fitting parameters, see supplementary material in Ref. 18 for
details. This procedure allowed for extraction of a time-trace for the melting map by walking
along the parameterized meander contour. In this procedure, a 7 pixel wide window was used
in the direction perpendicular to the meander orientation.
F. Time-trace alignment
Once the meander contour had been extracted at each time frame, a kymograph was gener-
ated, with time on the vertical axis and distance along the contour on the horizontal axis.
However, due to random diffusive processes, the DNA had undergone thermally induced stretch-
ing and contracting at the local and global levels, resulting in a “fuzzy” barcode.17 Thus, before
further analysis could be performed, the kymograph had to undergo an alignment procedure. For
this purpose, we applied our novel alignment algorithm, WPAlign.19 Our new approach brings
down computational costs considerably compared to previous procedures.17 Importantly, for
MBp-sized genomes as of interest here, the old approach is estimated to require more than a day
to perform its task, whereas our new method aligns a barcode in less than a minute.19 Briefly,
the algorithm identifies the most distinctive “feature” by treating the kymograph as an intensity
landscape and finding the shortest vertical path through it. This feature is then aligned, and the
process is called recursively on the portions of the kymograph to the left and to the right of the
newly-aligned feature. The process eventually terminates when the left and right regions are
smaller than a threshold width given by the width of a typical feature.
G. Comparison between experiments and theory
The Poland-Scheraga model20 and the Fixman-Freire approximation were used to compute
DNA melting maps. During the calculations, stability parameters from Ref. 21 and a loop expo-
nent of c¼ 1.76 were used with the end base-pairs assumed clamped. An elevated temperature
by an amount DT¼F 62 C was used17 in the theory in order to account for the F¼ 50%
FIG. 2. DNA behavior with and without a micro-post array in the micro-channel. (a) A bright field image showing the micro-
post array at the nano-channel inlets. (b) A fluorescence microscopy image of long DNA molecules around the pillars in the
micro-post array. Due to their large size, the DNA molecules follow the flow lines around the pillars along the micro-channel
rather than entering the array. (c) During the introduction into the nano-channels the DNA molecules become entangled
around the pillars within the array which prevents them from entering the nano-channels. (d) The parabolic velocity profile in
the micro-channel pre-stretches the long DNA molecules rendering the pillar array unnecessary. The scale bars are 15lm.
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formamide by volume, i.e., for the simulation we used a temperature 31 C greater than that in
the experiments.
The output from the theory is a base pair resolution probability map pds(s). To handle the dif-
ferent flexibilities for single-stranded and double-stranded regions, we used the approach from
Ref. 17 together with a Gaussian convolution with a width equal to the optical point spread func-
tion 200 nm to yield smoothed theoretical prediction. When comparing experiments and theory,
both experiments and theory are scaled to be on average zero and to have variance one.17,22
Experimental time averages were then compared to theory using subsequence dynamic time
warp23 with horizontal and vertical “stretching” costs set to 10 and the diagonal cost set to 1,
thus heavily biasing against stretching, yet allowing for, for instance, channel defects causing a
varying nanochannel width. The required stretching, determined by this process, was then applied
to the full kymographs for visualization (see Fig. 6).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Nano-channel design
Direct imaging of DNA molecules in the Mbp range was enabled by folding nano-channels
into a long meandering pattern. Each meandering channel could be imaged within a single field
of view and was designed to hold up to 10 Mbp of DNA stretched to 30% extension (1mm)
(Figures 1 and 4). To simplify the analysis, the meandering part of the nano-channel was
designed with 50 lm long straight parts parallel to each other and connected with soft bends.
The bends were in turn designed with a 1 lm long straight part connected to two 90 turns to
minimize stress on the DNA molecules in the meander-channels.
The higher resistance of longer channels together with the high risk of shearing the mole-
cules during entry into the nano-channels at high pressures led to a design where the inlets of
several meander-channels were kept in close proximity of each other. This increased the result-
ing bulk flow rate towards the nano-channels decreasing the time needed for the introduction of
FIG. 3. Relaxation of long S. pombe DNA stained with YOYO-1 and imaged using a fluorescence microscope. The mole-
cules were stretched in 250 250 nm2 meander channels. (a) The image shows a 5.7 Mbp long S. pombe chromosome
highly extended due to the shear experienced during loading. (b) The same molecule as in (a) but after 10 min in the
meander-channel. It is clear that the molecule has relaxed considerably. (c) Time-trace of a relaxing DNA molecule with a
repetitive melting pattern along the molecule. The slow relaxation enables these high resolution images of relaxing mole-
cules. The white vertical line represents a meander bend from which no data has been extracted. The scale bars represent
15lm.
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DNA ensuring that the bulk flow rate exceeded the diffusional rate of the end of molecule that
was to be introduced.
A micro-post array spanning across half the micro-channel was initially placed at the inlets
to the nano-channels for pre-stretching of the molecules, and thereby easing their introduction
into the nano-channels (Figure 2).24 However, for the long chromosomes used in this study the
micro-post array turned out to be more of an unneeded hindrance than an aid. The large DNA
molecules followed the flow lines around the micro-post array and thereby ended up further
from the inlets than they would have in the absence of the array. When forced to travel trough
the array, the DNA molecules became entangled around the pillars which prevented further
movement towards the nano-channels. DNA molecules in the Mbp range have a radius of gyra-
tion in the order of a micron and therefore a slight elongation due to confinement was apparent
in the 1lm deep micro-channel. Furthermore, the parabolic flow profile inside the channel
served to stretch the large DNA molecules since different parts of the molecule experience dif-
ferent flow rates.
B. Handling long DNA
As a proof of principle, an entire chromosome (5.7 Mbp) from S. pombe was imaged in a
250  250 nm2 meander channel (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). Figure 3(a) shows the DNA molecule
directly after introduction into the meander-channel. Due to the shear experienced during intro-
duction into the nano-channels, the molecule was highly extended. When the flow was stopped,
the molecule started to relax towards its equilibrium state and after 10 min the molecule had
relaxed considerably (3(b)). However, due to the slow relaxation for long molecules25 it still
FIG. 4. (Top, left) Time-averaged raw fluorescence intensity image of a melted S. pombe chromosome. (Top, middle) The
precise location of the meandering nano-channel was found and highlighted using our meander-finding algorithm. (Top,
right) Nano-lithography pattern. (Middle) Raw kymograph extracted by our tool by “walking along” the meander contour.
In this procedure, a 7 pixel wide window was used in the direction perpendicular to the meander orientation. (Bottom) The
alignment procedure, WPAlign, from Ref. 19 applied to the raw kymograph.
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had not reached its equilibrium state and was extended to 50%, compared to the expected 30%
extension for a relaxed molecule.
Requirements for obtaining a sharp pattern structure in an image include a movement of
the sample at slower rate than the exposure time during imaging. The long relaxation times for
chromosomal length DNA therefore enables imaging of fine structures on molecules that have
not yet reached equilibrium and thereby gaining a higher resolution than would be possible for
relaxed molecules in equal sized channels (Figure 3(c)).
C. Mapping to theory
Combining melting mapping with meandering nano-channels has led to direct visualization
of a barcode pattern along DNA molecules in the Mbp range. As a proof of principle we show
a melting mapping pattern along the 4.6 Mbp S. pombe chromosome (Figure 4). Our meander-
finding algorithm correctly identified the meander in Figure 4 (top, left) as is visualized in
Figure 4 (top, middle). The time-trace in Figure 4 middle was extracted using our tool by
“walking along” the meander contour and successfully extracting the barcode pattern along the
DNA confined in the nano channel (Figure 4, bottom).
An important problem in melting mapping is the photo cutting of DNA. In this case, it is
not fully clear whether a dark area is locally melted DNA or just discontinuous space in
between two DNA strands. For small fragments diffusion would reveal a cut, but for long DNA
it may be difficult to tell the difference. A simple edge detection algorithm along the aligned
DNA identified three different regions (20lm–150 lm, 240 lm–300 lm, and 450 lm–680 lm)
along the barcode shown in Figure 4. These three regions were then independently aligned to a
theoretical profile for S. pombe chromosome 2, and they successfully aligned in the order seen
in the experiment with no bias against overlapping. This suggests that the extended dark regions
in Figure 4 may have resulted from cutting events.
Melting of whole chromosomes can be used to determine the number of repetitive parts as
well as their lateral placement, something that can be difficult when only smaller parts are ana-
lyzed. The left end of the time-trace in Figure 5 includes a repetitive part (magnified in the
FIG. 5. (Top) Time-trace of an S. pombe chromosome containing a repetitive part with approximately 40 repeats in the left
part of the image. (Bottom) A magnification of the repetitive part of the molecule. The scale bar is 15lm.
FIG. 6. Comparison between convoluted theoretical DNA melting prediction and the experiment shown in Fig. 4. To make
this comparison, we split the experiment into three regions: (1) 20lm–150lm, (2) 240lm–300lm, and (3)
450lm–680lm. This was done because we believe cutting events occurred between these regions. Each of these regions
was then matched to the theoretical profile (chromosome 2) independently (i.e., without bias against overlapping) using
subsequence dynamic time warping. All three regions align to the theoretical profile in the order seen from the experiment
(Fig. 4), supporting the hypothesis that cutting events occurred between them.
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bottom image). In order to check for expected repetitive regions in the barcodes of the three S.
pombe chromosomes based on sequence data, we calculated theoretical barcodes. Based on a
simple repetitive region finding method, see supplementary material in Ref. 18, we found no re-
petitive regions with of the order 40 repeats in these theory barcodes.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that meandering nano-channels substantially ease direct imaging of DNA
molecules in the Mbp range, by demonstrating a 5.7 Mbp DNA molecule at 50% extension
within a single field of view. In the current design, one of the meandering parts is almost long
enough (1mm) to hold the entire genome from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (12.1 Mbp). With an
optimized denser design, we expect to be able to hold at least 20mm of DNA per field of view
(at 50% stretching corresponding to 120 Mbp; this length would be enough to contain the
whole of most of the human chromosomes, while the longer chromosomes, could be covered
by spooling the molecule through and taking a second image in a dumbbell arrangement of the
DNA, which may also be used for achieving an improved degree of stretching of the DNA).
This would allow us to image the entire diploid human genome (6.4Gbp) with a mere 50
frames. Together with our algorithms for extracting and aligning barcodes from our meandering
nano-channel, the novel channel design is a first step towards an automated tool for whole chro-
mosome analysis.
We have demonstrated that molecules in the meandering channels can yield useful bioana-
lytical information by creating melting barcodes along the elongated DNA, which have been
validated as a means for determining meaningful genomic information.16 In order to validate
the experimental barcodes, we compared experiments to a theoretical reference barcode,
obtained using the Poland-Scheraga model with S. pombe DNA sequences as input, and found
good agreement. We could identify fragments of the genome corresponding to sequence posi-
tions 1.7Mbp–1.9Mbp, 2.8Mbp–3.1Mbp, and 3.5Mbp–4.4Mbp. What is particularly striking
is that the matching patterns can easily be discerned by eye (see Figure 6).
Furthermore, within the single field of view, we have detected and localized a region of re-
petitive DNA in the single S. pombe chromosome, which cannot be seen in published sequences
of S. pombe. The long-range view of genomic DNA made possible by our approach allows us
to count the number of repeated segments within the region. This finding points to the method’s
unique potential for detecting large structural variations in a single molecule.
The meandering nanochannel map technique allows for the characterization of large frag-
ments of chromosomal DNA from individual cells for characterization of disease associated
rearrangements of the genome. They will also open up for identification of single microor-
ganisms, which will be important for rapid pathogen diagnosis and metagenomic studies
without the need for culturing the cells or DNA amplification. Here, a range of different
labeling schemes can be used for mapping relevant information along the DNA, including
melt mapping as we show here,17 competitive binding,26 nick translation,9,12 fluorocode,27
and labels for epigenetic patterns.28 We have shown the visualization of whole microbial
chromosomes, which will allow analysis of whole microbial genomes without the need to
assemble smaller fragments. The fabrication of longer meander structures will open up the in-
triguing prospect of extending the approach to human-scale chromosomes and assembly-free
genome analysis.
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